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The Shifting “Politics” of Inflation 
For the record, I am neutral on stocks, credit, and bonds here as I jumped off the bucking bronco (or 
rip-snorting bull) yesterday (8 Seconds). 

I am torn between: 

• The market wanting to believe in a “soft landing” vs. the economic data (that is already set in 
motion) will take us to a “very hard landing”. 

• This is explained in more detail in (A Clear View).  

This morning, I can’t help but wonder about Tesla cutting prices on some models (first in China and 
then domestically) and the off-the-charts cancellations that builders are facing (but this can wait until 
the weekend’s report). 

What can’t wait until this weekend is the messaging that I’m seeing related to inflation. 

• On the “political” front: 

o Senator Warren (@SenWarren) tweeted: 

“Inflation has slowed for six months, providing families more breathing room. 
The Fed needs to take this data into account and not drive the economy off a cliff with 
more extreme interest rate hikes.” 

o Let’s remember that this was all “transitory” until (amongst other things) President 
Biden and Chair Powell sat down in November 2021 to discuss his renomination. 

• On the “media” front: 

o I am seeing a “victory lap” sort of reporting. It is almost as though the mainstream media 
got Fed talking points that said “7.1% is bad, but 6.5% is good” and we are “winning” 
the war and it is headed in the right direction. Do NOT underestimate how much the 
mainstream media takes into account talking points to influence the public. It almost 
feels to me like we are setting ourselves up for a shift in how inflation is treated. 

o Nick Timiraos (@NickTimiraos) is writing/tweeting about annualizing the Q4 data! We 
wrote about this in 2 + 2 =5 back on December 15th. Whether true or not, many view 
him as the person in the press that is closest to the Fed, so it is interesting to see what 
narrative he is helping shape for the “more specialized” audience (financial media as 
opposed to mainstream media). 

I am still neutral, but this shift in political and media talking points could pave the way for a series of 
Fed speakers to come out and downplay the inflation risk. 

That would make me want to get on the bull one more time as that would fuel (likely erroneously, but 
fuel nonetheless) another big “soft landing” surge in stock prices (with a good rally in the front/belly of 
the yield curve). 

Good luck and enjoy the long weekend! Also, don’t miss Academy’s 2023 Geopolitical and Macro 
outlook webinar today at 10:30am EST (registration)!  
 

 

https://academysecurities.com/wp-content/uploads/8-Seconds.pdf
https://academysecurities.com/wp-content/uploads/A-Simple-and-Clear-View-on-Markets-and-the-Economy.pdf
https://academysecurities.com/wp-content/uploads/2-2-5.pdf
https://academysecurities.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_2C6qFSxBR1GlEyJJEk1tiA
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Disclaimer 

This document and its contents are confidential to the person(s) to whom it is delivered and should not be copied or 
distributed, in whole or in part, or its contents disclosed by such person(s) to any other person. Any party receiving and/or 
reviewing this material, in consideration therefore, agrees not to circumvent the business proposals explicitly or implicitly 
contained herein in any manner, directly or indirectly. Further, any recipient hereof agrees to maintain all information 
received in the strictest confidence and shall not disclose to any third parties any information material to the opportunity 
contained herein and, upon review hereof, agrees that any unauthorized disclosure by any party will result in irreparable 
damage for which monetary damages would be difficult or impossible to accurately determine. Recipients recognize, and 
hereby agree, that the proprietary information disclosed herein represents confidential and valuable proprietary 
information and, therefore, will not, without express prior written consent, disclose such information to any person, 
company, entity or other third party, unless so doing would contravene governing law or regulations.  

This document is an outline of matters for discussion only. This document does not constitute and should not be interpreted 
as advice, including legal, tax or accounting advice. This presentation includes statements that represent opinions, estimates 
and forecasts, which may not be realized. We believe the information provided herein is reliable, as of the date hereof, but 
do not warrant accuracy or completeness. In preparing these materials, we have relied upon and assumed, without 
independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.  

Nothing in this document contains a commitment from Academy to underwrite, subscribe or agent any securities or 
transaction; to invest in any way in any transaction or to advise related thereto or as described herein. Nothing herein 
imposes any obligation on Academy.  

Academy is a member of FINRA, SIPC and MSRB. Academy is a Certified Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise and Minority 
Business Enterprise and is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business as per the US SBA. Investment Banking 
transactions may be executed through affiliates or other broker dealers, either under industry standard agreements or by 
the registration of certain principals. 
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